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GATEKEEPER HALBERD
Proximity-Based Wireless Key for Hands-Free Computer Access
Access computers and web credentials wirelessly using the Halberd BLE token.
GateKeeper Halberd is the wireless key for your computer and websites. With proprietary
access control software, GateKeeper locks and unlocks computers and websites in the
workplace based on the user’s proximity.

HALBERD WIRELESS KEY
GateKeeper Halberd provides users a hassle-free login
experience by eliminating the need to type passwords, without
compromising convenience and productivity.
Eliminates manual logins forever
Proximity-based lock and unlock functionality
Separate hardware key, independent of phone/internet
Does not require physical contact with computer
Lightweight and water/crush resistant

REDUCE RISK BY AUTOMATING COMPLIANCE
GateKeeper Halberd ensures that users follow security best practices and adhere to
compliance standards. This reduces the risk of sensitive information being exposed
and organizations being subjected to compliance violation penalties.

Carry your Halberd with you to get seamless access to all
your computers and websites. Secure all your workstations and
eliminate the risk of internal threats and data breaches.

Computer locks automatically when user walks away
CUSTOMIZE LOCK/UNLOCK RANGE

Continuous 2-factor authentication

Auto-unlock from inches to 30 feet

Serves as unique identifier for individual users in shared credential environments
No user information stored on the Halberd

SET RANGE

Secure workstation when working remotely
MULTIPLE CREDENTIALS PER DEVICE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology
Unique identiﬁer for each user on shared computer

Replaceable CR2450 battery with 6-month battery life
Water resistant

2-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

Adjustable range from inches to 30 feet

Optional PIN for maximum security

....

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
GateKeeper uses patented technology for wireless access management. Using real-time
authentication (as opposed to traditional one-time), the GateKeeper constantly verifies.
Utility Patent Number: 9,449,165. System and Method for Wireless Proximity-Based Access to a Computing Device.

Halberd locks your computer when you leave - unlocks when you
return. Halberd supports multiple users per computer, and easy
2-factor authentication with a PIN.
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